
Planet Unicorn’s Amazing Atmosphere 

 

Prologue; 

Today’s story is about the atmosphere. The atmosphere is a 

blanket around the Earth. 

 

Main story;                       

 

 Chapter 1 

“We’re on Earth” said six-year-old Poppy sadly.  

“I know” replied her daddy, “but do you wish that you were 

on Unicorn planet? I’ve been there once and it’s amazing!”. 

“YES!” shouted Poppy, “but…. how do we get there?”. 

“We fly of course. The last time I was there a unicorn gave 

me some magic dust and that’s how I got back”, said her 

daddy with a big smile on his face. 

 

Chapter 2   

“Ah now we are at Planet Unicorn” said her Daddy.  

“what ….is Planet Unicorn?” said Poppy. 

“this wondaful place” said her Daddy 

“can I ride on a unicorn” said Poppy 

“er…. yes”, said her Daddy. 



“yay” said Poppy        

“children” muttered her daddy. 

 

 

Chapter 3 

A large unicorn called Rainbow arrived. She had a rainbow 

mane and a rainbow tail, which was why they called her 

Rainbow. Poppy didn’t know it yet, but Rainbow had a magic 

power, that was creating rainbows by touching horns with 

another unicorn called Patch, and lowering them to the 

ground. When they touch the ground a rainbow comes 

shooting out of their horns that only Rainbow, Patch and 

Poppy could walk on. 

 

“wow” said Poppy as she walked up the rainbow, “I feel like 

I’m flying!”. 

As Poppy continued, she saw the huge pink atmosphere. 

 

Chapter 4 

Poppy had no idea what was about to happen, but just as she 

started to wonder, the atmosphere started to sing “zuka 

zamma zom zom zom” to the moon. Poppy doesn’t 

understand until the moon answers by singing ”zuka zamma 

zom zom zom” back to the atmosphere. Poppy realises that 

was their way to say hello to each other. The atmosphere 



asked “should we make up some bed time stories for the 

unicorns, and also make them about silly unicorns?”. “Yes I 

think we should because it’s about their bedtime now”, 

replied the moon. 

 

Chapter 5 

“Bedtime unicorns, bedtime unicorns” said the atmosphere, 

“moon is going to tell you a story we have made up”. 

Moon says “settle down unicorns, get comfy, close your eyes, 

and I will tell you a story that atmosphere and I have made 

up”. 

The unicorns did what the moon had told them because they 

are very good. They always like atmosphere and moons 

stories, because it helps them to fall asleep. Moon tells the 

story, the unicorns all fall to sleep, so does Poppy. When she 

wakes up she is in her own bed back on Earth. 

The end. 

 

By Rose Bate aged 7 and a half 

 


